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Context:Public Architecture
Woodford Square
& the Heart of Port-of-Spain
Woodford Square (formerly Brunswick Square)
City Hall
Hall of Justice, seat of the Supreme Court,
Red House — seat of Parliament
Anglican Holy Trinity Cathedral

Completing the Urban frame:
New National Library and
the Old Fire Brigade Headquarters,
(NALIS - National Library and Information System Authority)

“The University of Woodford Square”,
so named in 1955 by the first prime minister of Trinidad,
Dr. Eric Williams,

This centre of knowledge, justice and
public engagement is, appropriately,
the urban ‘front lawn’ of the Old Public Library.



Woodford Square:

a green oasis in the heart of the city,

with a late-Victorian fountain,
a bandstand, trees, benches, and lawns.

a political realm,
provides an open and transparent counterpoint to
the interior chambers and offices,
the secured book collections and
the guarded courtrooms

Concepts:Civic Dualities

Complementing the private and reserved, is the public and expressive,
a truly Trinbagonian duality.



The open layout of the urban square is complimented by the
transparency of the Old Public Library’s façade. While neo-
classical in its pedigree, the library was conceived with access in
mind — and designed as an ‘open’ house. The grand arcades,
while imposing in their stature, are welcoming by virtue of the
unimpeded open verandahs they define. To this day local citizens
remark, with a note of nostalgia, on their memorable visits to its
vast collection. The physical nature of this historical building will
ensure a sense of history as well as its clearly defined accessibility
and publicness, regardless of its future uses.
It is notable that the Old Public Library evolved from its modest
beginnings to become, until quite recently, the Heritage Library.
There is a wisdom to the designation of this building as an open
house for the “collection, preservation and exploitation of all that is
written by nationals of Trinidad and Tobago, about Trinidad and
Tobago, and emanating from Trinidad and Tobago.”3

Content:Open House



... potential alignment of the architectural concepts of
‘openness’ with the programmatic intentions of the stewards
of the Heritage Library collection. The re-appropriation and
renovation of the original 1901 Public Library building,
conceived as an ‘open house’ would support a collection
intended for the preservation of memories and cultural
artefacts of Trinidad & Tobago.
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Street Facade





























Damage & Decay - Zones



Damage & Decay - Plants, mosses, moulds



Damage & Decay - Plants, mosses, moulds



Damage & Decay - Birds & Insects



Damage & Decay - Water & Moisture penetration



Damage & Decay - Water & Moisture penetration



Damage & Decay - Water & Moisture penetration



Damage & Decay - Water & Moisture penetration

2nd Floor

Ground Floor



Damage & Decay - Necessary Modifications



Damage & Decay - Necessary Modifications



Design Considerations - Necessary Modifications



Design Considerations - Responding to the Building’s Unique Architectural “Language”



Design Considerations - Responding to the Building’s Unique Architectural “Language”



Design Considerations - Responding to the Building’s Unique Architectural “Language”









Available at Paper Based Bookshop - Hotel Normandie, St. Ann’s POS


